
my blood  

 

Mountain ranges wrapped in colonial hands  
pale vice grips rubbing brown together  
starting fires like camp sites when night comes upon us  
The knowledge  
the history  
Revolutions, freedom 
Repartions, bleeding  
Third eye seeing in a spiritual cascade of disillusionment  
The innocence  
Smiles follow a ball in a schoolyard before dark 
The churchyards sing songs of sly imprisonment  
or of true liberation  
Walking humbly before God 
or haughtily above the afflicted  
driving them into the mud  
I feel it in my blood  
 
The culture is rich like sweet cream 
with cocoa drops  
Beauty underlies beds of trash on street corners 
Peace and progress flirt together in my day dreams  
Folks climbing on a ladder teetering on a crooked infrastructure  
I don't think of what I'd do  
I need to learn, need to breath  
Have the roots wrap tight around my blended skin  
bury me in the earth 
open all my senses till true existence is unearthed 
Sweet cucumber, mango  
Baton strikes creating rainbows  
Sleeping in beds of black mushrooms  
Breaking bread in a hidden oasis  
hidden by smaug 
hidden by misguided renegades  
but it's still there like veins under bloated skin 
Blue banished in a flood  
I feel it in my blood  
 
The challenges don't define it  
or disarm passion in the vibrancy  
A mouse springing from a trap  
A lion swiftly alluding poachers  



Counterattacking unannounced  
Celebrating victory with a roar 
a dance to drums  
The wind carries conversations of pencils and paper  
Children lay upon couches of green 
Farmers lean upon their faithful steeds 
giving their lives a voice   
exuding their country's love  
I feel it in my blood  
 
Experience falls on reality  
like an avalanche upon a sand castle  
Ponder truth sitting between clay and stone  
Under jurassic trees  
Multicolored ad campaigns on concrete  
A crayola jungle  
Adieu to the fallen 
God is next to you 
not just above you  
Motorbikes nearly getting hit around every corner  
A tropical Mario Kart  
I slipped on a banana peel and ended up on a tap-tap  
I'll be ok if I can still see the sun 
I feel it in my blood  
 
The heights  
Exotic titans  
Red soil and grey-sprayed air that drifts into clear  
Parchment lines weaves through three shades of green 
kelly, olive, forest 
Brown and black hues criss crossing over time  
Spider webs of culture 
Unifying in their purest form 
The eyes are deeper here  
The blood is thicker here  
My kin is here 
A land graceful as a colored dove   
This place is in my blood 
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